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Speir, Ian
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kevin.Brady@Kofc.Org
Wednesday, April 22, 2015 6:36 AM
Matthew.StJohn@Kofc.Org
Re: UKnight Committee Meeting Follow-Up

Matt:
Thank you for spearheading the UKNIGHT search party.
From my department's perspective I am most concerned with the membership data that UKNIGHT is collecting and where
it is kept and who has access to it. For a myriad of reasons the Order's database has been held close to our vest. We
won't want a 3rd party selling our rosters for solicitation purposes. So the Uknight solution needs to be secure and
"controlled and owned" by us.
On the possible good side I see this as possibly fitting into the data sync process that I'm working on now where Ingenium
and Member Management "speak" to each other and gather the most correct and up to date data from our FS's. Uknight
may be a piece of the puzzle that brings Ingenium, Member Management & Smartoffice all into real time synchronization
for the benefit of everyone.
Looking forward to
Kevin P. Brady
Manager, Membership Records
Knights of Columbus
Supreme Council
(203) 752-4243 Office
kevin.brady@kofc.org

Matthew St. John---04/21/2015 04:04:03 PM---Ladies and Gentlemen, Thank you for taking time out of your schedule
to meet. While our task may be
From: Matthew St. John/HomeOffice/KofC
To: Kevin P Brady/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC, Thomas A Hamling/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC, Peter Harrison/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC, Jillian
Kiernan/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC, Charles A Lindberg/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC, William J Murray/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC, Tanya Graham
Nobile/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC, Denise Serafini/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC, Rick A St. Hilaire/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC, Andrew T
Walther/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC,
Cc: Thomas Smith/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC, Logan T Ludwig/HomeOffice/KofC@KofC
Date: 04/21/2015 04:04 PM
Subject: UKnight Committee Meeting Follow-Up

Ladies and Gentlemen,
Thank you for taking time out of your schedule to meet. While our task may be complex, we've got a great opportunity
ahead of us to make some significant strides towards helping the Order grow online and beyond.
As discussed in our meeting, please compile a "wish list" of requirements and "nice-to-haves" representative of your
departments needs. Please submit it to me by Tuesday, April 28th. If you feel as though you have inadequate
information to build the list, please let me know and we can get you the necessary information. Remember, the list should
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not be highly detailed. The requirements should be more generic in nature. For instance: we will require that we own a
certain percentage of each UKnight council and agent home page. It's not necessary at this stage to determine exactly
what percentage we need or exactly where that portion should fall. We also know that we will require UKnight to have
signed agreements (of some sort) with their subscribers. It's not necessary at this stage to know the precise language of
the proposed agreement.
Once I receive your lists, I will begin to analyze them and determine what the next steps are. I anticipate that we'll need to
have some small group discussions on some of the requirements that are particular to a certain speciality. Ultimately, we
will come back together as a full group, to agree on a unified list of requirements and "nice-to-haves", which we will
present to the Deputy Supreme Knight and to Mr. Smith for approval; and we will then begin the second phase of the
project, and open up discussions and evaluations with UKnight to determine if what we're asking is possible.
As promised, I will also send the Kinkade Report to you in a separate email. I apologize in advance for the size.
Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns.
Have a great evening,
Matt
Matthew A. St. John
Knights of Columbus Supreme Council Office
1 Columbus Plaza | New Haven, CT 06510-3326
Phone: 203-752-4633
Email: matthew.stjohn@kofc.org
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